
◎ 

Yuraku Daikoku

A smiling god you can make a 
prayer on your way to work.
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Godds of Ekimachi



◎ 

Fukutoku Shrine

A historic shrine reborn

◎ 

Otemachi Shrine

A vase green garden on the 
roof of an office building

◎ 

Grave of Taira-no-Masakado

A slightly different space 
with a serene atmosphere

◎ 

Oman Inari Shrine

A shrine popular for its famous 
specialties named after it



◎ Motomachi Kouro-an

Tokyo Suzu Monaka

◎ TORAYA TOKYO

Yoru no Ume (Petit Size Yokan)

駅舎の
おみやげ大全

Top Tokyo Station Souvenirs!

◎MAMEYA 

KANAZAWA BANKYU

Tokyo Karakuri Train

◎Tokyo 

Anpan Mameichizu

Tokyo Rengapan



Goka Yonshudon

◎ 

Oyakodon

“ ” ◎ 

gyudon

◎ 

Colorful and luxurious kaisendon is 
a delight for the eyes

The scent of yakitori and fluffy eggs are a perfect match

Authentic gyudon, made with Mie brand beef

新橋 鶏繁 どんぶり子

名産伊勢肉 豚捨 KITTE丸の内店

鮨 今よし Imayoshi

Shimbashi Torishige-Donburi Ko

meisan iseniku butasute

katsudon

◎ 

Katsudon beloved by regular customers, 
and protected by two generations of chefs

とんかつあけぼの Tonkatsu-Akebono

Japanese Don
nese DonburiJapan



東
京
駅
細
見

Tokyo Station Up Close

Ceiling Clematis

A word to customers, 
in the form of flowers

Referee Gates

The thoughts of Kingo Tatsuno, built into the 
gates of Marunouchi Station building



Tokyo Station Photo Spots

Rich in variety from cutouts 
to print stickers

Corridor under the 
Shinkansen Platform

The strength that 
supports every departure

An old map floor of the 
Silver Bell Meeting Point

Travel back in time when 
Tokyo Station was opened!

Submarine Periscope

Legend of Tokyo 
Station Hotel pillars

Cute Mail Boxes

Outstanding appeal inside and 
outside of the Marunouchi Exit

Marunouchi Plaque

The only plaque with a name on 
it inside the station

Pillars from the Meiji Era

Pillars that have supported the roof 
for 100 years

Zero Kilometer Posts

Proof of the start of Tokyo Station on 
multiple lines!


